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HIVESWAP: Act 2 Soundtrack Edition

A second game, Hauntswitch, will feature Dammek's adventures on Earth [6] While set in the same universe as the Homestuck
comic, Hiveswap and the sequel exist in a separate storyline with only 'loose relation' to the comic, and involve a new cast of
characters.. The game reached the full $700,000 of funding in fewer than 32 hours [11] The campaign also reached certain
'stretch goal' amounts, whereupon Hussie added Mac and Linux support onto the proposed game.. When you rate your music,
the site's music/social recommender can recommend similar music and users with similar music.. [7] On June 21, 2014, it was
publicly announced that the game would be developed by The Odd Gentlemen—known for their game The Misadventures of P..
Catalog, rate, tag, and review your music List and review the concerts you've attended, and track upcoming shows..
[8][14][15]In December 2013, new details, a projected release date of June 2014, and concept art were posted on the game's
Kickstarter blog.. 99€ or 'Soundtrack Edition' for 11 99€ HIVESWAP: ACT 1 General Discussions Topic Details.. [10]At the
time the article went to print, the Kickstarter had been running for just over one day.. This was the release date previously
announced on August 29, 2017, accompanied by a new trailer.. 4 million in funding While development initially began with
developers The Odd Gentlemen, it was eventually moved back in-house under What Pumpkin's own newly formed game
development studio.

In the post, Hussie revealed that the game would effectively be a spin-off from the comic, with a new plot and characters that
will only have loose ties to the original storyline, making it more accessible to those who are unfamiliar with the original story..
Privacy Policy Legal Steam Hiveswap: Act 1 - should I buy normal version or Soundtrack Edition? I'm, just like probably
everybody here, veeery happy that Hiveswap was finally released, but I'm not sure if I should buy just 'plain' version for 7.. [13]
The Kickstarter eventually raised $2,485,506, making it the 'fifth game on Kickstarter to pull in a full seven figures' and the
third highest funded video game in Kickstarter history at the time.. B Winterbottom New concept art, including that of another
new character, were also revealed.. Kotaku noted that the project had raised 'more than $275,000 in hours' [9] More than 80%
of the $700,000 goal was pledged in the first day.. [2]On October 25, 2020, a trailer was released revealing that Act 2 would be
released in November 2020.. An additional PayPal-based fundraiser was created to accommodate those who could not donate
via Kickstarter's available methods.. [8] Development was to begin in 2013, with the finished product expected in 2014.

hiveswap soundtrack edition

hiveswap soundtrack edition, hiveswap act 1 soundtrack edition

Sep 15, 2017 @ 4:18am It's just Act 1 + the soundtrack bundled together for cheaper than it would be to buy both seperately.. ©
Valve Corporation All rights reserved All trademarks are property of their respective owners in the US and other countries..
Hussie also indicated that the game will not include any voice acting; he considered voice acting 'too easy to do badly', and
stated that he was 'personally not that big on VA in games like this anyway'.. [7]Development[edit]On September 4, 2012,
Andrew Hussie announced a Kickstarter to raise funds for a video game based on his MS Paint Adventures webcomic
Homestuck.. Sep 15, 2017 @ 3:29am What is Homestuck Soundtrack edition? Title ^ ^ Showing 1-2 of 2 comments.. Act 1 was
slated for release in mid-2015; however, this release date was postponed until January 2017.. [3] Another trailer released on
November 16, 2020 pinned the release date as November 25.. [12]Digital Trends writer Graeme McMillan commented that the
campaign was approaching, at the time, the record for most successful comics-related Kickstarter campaign, whose previous
record was held by the Order of the Stick campaign with $1,254,120.

The game was the subject of a crowdfunding campaign on Kickstarter, raising over US$2.. Wishlist today on Steam:
https://store steampowered com/app/1181840 Rate Your Music is an online community of people who love music.. Sep 15,
2017 @ 4:25am HiveswapDeveloper(s)What Pumpkin GamesPublisher(s)What Pumpkin GamesDirector(s)Cohen
Edenfield[1]Producer(s)Andrew HussieCindy DominguezWriter(s)Andrew HussieCohen Edenfield[1]Composer(s)Toby
FoxJames RoachSeriesHomestuckEngineUnity[1]Platform(s)Microsoft Windows, macOS, LinuxReleaseSeptember 14, 2017
(Act 1)[2]November 25, 2020 (Act 2)[3]Genre(s)AdventureHiveswap: Act 2 Soundtrack Edition FullHiveswap is an upcoming
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episodicadventure game developed by What Pumpkin Games and overseen by Andrew Hussie and Cohen Edenfield.. It is the
first of two games, with a planned sequel, and future installment titled Hauntswitch featuring a male troll named Dammek who
was swapped onto Earth in her place.. It was further delayed in January to an unspecified date [4] On September 14, 2017, What
Pumpkin Studios released Act 1.. [5]Two acts of Hiveswap were in development and currently has no release dates
Story[edit]Hiveswap tells the story of a human girl named Joey Claire, who gets swapped with a troll boy named Dammek from
the planet Alternia, as she tries to get back to Earth.. Based in the universe of Hussie's MS Paint
AdventureswebcomicHomestuck, it focuses on a girl who is accidentally transported to the planet of Alternia—home of the troll
species seen in Homestuck.
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